January 8, 2021

ADDENDUM No. 2

Bid No.: 20-21/12 – Autodesk Engineering Subscription Services

This Addendum modifies the original Bid Documents for the above referenced Bid. Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form (Attachment 2). Failure to do so may disqualify your bid.

The following questions was submitted prior to the deadline and is answered in this addendum:

1. Question: On question 5 of Addendum No. 1 the serial number you gave does not qualify for the promo you have in the description. Is there a different serial number for the Civil 3D perpetual licenses you wanted to trade in?

Answer: For the Civil 3D perpetual purchase we are using old/retired licenses to take advantage of the Autodesk promo.

   390-74697170 – MAP 3D 2009 – Network License – 9seats
   400-07838787 – Land Desktop R2i – Network License – 11seats

There are no other questions to Bid No. 20-21/12.